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Diversity and Inclusion 2020

We hope that you are keeping well physically and
mentally during these strange times and are
pleased that we have been available throughout
the pandemic to support our clients as they
adapt and change in the evolving new normal.

Whilst we have worked with clients to develop
their processes and behaviours for managing
diversity for many years, we have now seen how
the agenda has changed since the killing of
George Floyd in May 2020.

All of our services are available via Zoom and
Teams, although we know that a lot of people are
looking forward to more face to face interaction
as we are scheduling more on-site work with
social distancing for the Autumn.

We have since researched and developed a
new Diversity and Inclusion Framework which
supports the latest language and principles of
proactively addressing black lives inequality.

Emotional Intelligence with US2U
We have launched a new service aimed at Using
Emotional Intelligence to Create High Performing
Teams.
Emotional Intelligence has a powerful impact on
how people perform at work, communicate
effectively and manage relationships and conflict.
With investing in people currently a key priority for
many organisations, this service, delivered by US2U
Psychometric Assessment Specialist Jan Baynham,
can help develop your team’s effectiveness and
resilience in the new normal, and drive sustainable
business results.
Learn more about this exciting new service here.

Proud to be an Export Champion
US2U Consulting have been awarded
the prestigious title of 2020 Export
Champion by the UK Department for
International Trade.
This is in recognition of the international work we
have done over the last few years - read more
here!
We are missing working internationally and look
forward to getting on track with our latest product
launch in the Middle East later in 2020.

This includes recognising what Diversity and
Inclusion mean, understanding the latest terms
and what is appropriate , exploring unconscious
and conscious bias, reflecting on relevant black
history, managing issues around
recruiting , developing and
promoting people and action
planning to achieve positive
change.

Please get in touch to find out
how we can help you manage
this sensitive priority which has

15 Years of Worldwide Fruit
It was July 2005 that Rachel Blackburn first started
working on Leadership Develop projects at
Lincolnshire-based Worldwide Fruit Ltd. Established
in 2000, Worldwide Fruit is an award-winning
international fruit marketing and distribution
company, sourcing products globally from over
1000 growers worldwide, ensuring continuity of
supply 365 days a year to the UK’s leading
supermarkets.
15 years later, our team continue
to provide a wide range of
solutions to the company. “Rachel
and the team have played an
integral part in helping to develop
our people” said Trish McCarron,
HR Director at Worldwide Fruit.

We guarantee to make a positive difference
call us on 01603 716852 or email us
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